Jul 13

This is a submission to OLGR's small bars review. OLGR should allow submissions without residents
names published so that residents can talk freely about the bad economics in relation to alcohol. OLGR
should know that residents are vulnerable to paybacks when they complain.
I refer to complaints I've made to licensing sergeant KX police, City of Sydney and OLGR about drunk
people engaging in harassment from outdoor seating, namely the Bourbon at Kings Cross, the Fountain
Cafe at Kings Cross and the Sugar Mill at Kings Cross. I put many submissions in the Lockouts review
detailing these but only the last was published.
In all these cases the complaint was not investigated despite CCTV being available. The three authorities
are not doing their job in relation to complaints. The three authorities need to act independently. OLGR kept
flicking my complaint to police, but Kings Cross police are very bad and there is no reason why OLGR
should trust them with their job.
Women and others have the right to use the street without being harassed by drunken locals who in all
these cases were customers of
who owns a local bottle shop .
manipulates
his position on the
and other public roles and gossips to his socially excluded alcoholic customers
and employees about my views (which are generally in favour of residential amenity and the environment
and heritage and rights). This then causes street harassment where Kings Cross police stick up in favour of
commercial interests.
In my opinion the Accord, the Kings Cross Plan of Management, creates bias by police who do not
investigate complaints against certain operators. They turn a blind eye. KX police used the drunken
violence issue to drive out organised crime by some venues rather than tackle unilateral anti social
behaviour by drunks.
Drunk people also create noise and lots of small bars would mean noise for residential neighbours at night.
The City of Sydney's small bars and cafés are already inappropriately managed with council 'a rangers,
health environment officers and complaints officers not doing their job properly in relation to compliance. In
one case,
had outdoor dining for at least five years and the council did not notice! We are
woken at night by commercial and industrial noise such as garbage collection and deliveries and the
council will not do anything about it.
I seek the opportunity to demonstrate to you the bad attitudes of OLGR, Kings Cross police and City of
Sydney towards residents who complain about their incompetent management and in particular I wish to
tell you about the behaviour of
in relation to complaints and residents. I wish to
do so without my name being published as I have experienced very serious payback by
and
.
I oppose small bars until the relationship between police council and OLGR is fixed and there is a real
compliance regime.
Please contact me to give evidence in camera to this submission.

